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Why Does SACOG Prepare a
Metropolitan Transportation Plan?
SACOG is designated by the state and federal governments as the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)
and responsible for developing a regional transportation
plan every four years in coordination with Sacramento,
Yolo, Yuba, Sutter, El Dorado and Placer counties and the
22 cities within those counties (excluding the Tahoe Basin).
The plan incorporates county-wide transportation planning
developed by the Placer County Transportation Planning
Agency and the El Dorado County Transportation Commission, under memoranda of understanding (MOUs) between
those agencies and SACOG.
The regional planning area is shown in Figure 2.1.
Portions of the planning area are designated as federal
non-attainment areas for ozone and particulate matter. For
the region to be eligible to receive federal transportation
funds, the region’s transportation system must be able to
show a steady decrease in pollution emissions until the
area’s air is clean enough to meet federal air quality standards.
Transportation systems are best planned at a regional
level because people don’t confine their trips to a single
physical jurisdiction. Federal law established regional agencies for the purpose of area-wide transportation planning
in 1962 so that planning for highways, roads, and public
transit would be comprehensive and cooperative between
local agencies and governments.
Federal law requires the long-range regional transportation plan to cover at least a 20-year planning horizon,
and be updated at least every four years. This plan, the
Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities
Strategy for 2035 (also referred to as the MTP/SCS or the
plan) covers the period from 2008 to 2035 and is an update
to the Metropolitan Transportation Plan 2035 that was adopted in 2008.

Planning Process

This MTP/SCS provides the regional vision for surface
transportation with considerations for land use and funding constraints the region can reasonably expect to see
through 2035. The plan takes an integrated approach to
transportation and land use, and their impacts on air quality
and climate change.
If a city, county, or public agency in the region wants to
use federal transportation funding for projects or programs,
they must be included in the MTP/SCS project list. The MTP/
SCS represents transportation improvements and investments that will serve the projected land use pattern and
population growth forecasts in the Sacramento region in
the near and long term. All transportation projects that are
regionally significant for potential air quality impacts must
be included in the MTP/SCS, as well as those projects with
federal transportation funds. SACOG worked collaboratively
with local government planning and public works departments, transit service providers, air quality management
districts, transportation departments, and residents across
the region to develop the land use forecasts and transportation system for the MTP/SCS.
In order to comply with Senate Bill 375 (SB 375) and
federal regulations, the MTP/SCS must be adopted by April
2012 in accordance with the four-year cycle requirement.
Failure to adopt this plan, or any future MTP/SCS, within
the four-year timeframe could result in a lapse in federal air
quality conformity requirements. Such a lapse in conformity
could make the region ineligible for certain types of funding,
including one-time competitive funds. In addition, the MTP/
SCS is updated on a federally regulated cycle of at least every four years. The planning work for the next update cycle
typically starts approximately two years after the current
MTP/SCS is adopted.
A complete description of planning regulations and
laws is in Appendix G-5- Regulatory Framework for the
MTP/SCS.
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Chapter 2

How Was this Plan Created
and Who Was Involved?

The Plan Development
The SACOG Board of Directors, in its policy role overseeing long-range transportation planning in the region, is
ultimately responsible for this plan. The board considered
recommendations from SACOG policy committees, advisory committees, local agencies, focus groups, residents and
SACOG staff, and actively deliberated on the plan during all
stages of development. In addition, regional public works
agencies and transit operators participated in the technical
screening process that was based on ongoing Congestion
Management Process (CMP) activities. A full discussion of
CMP activities is in Appendix C-3.
The development of the MTP/SCS began in 2009 and
can be generally divided into four core planning phases,
each inclusive of public participation, jurisdiction coordination and consultation and regular updates to the SACOG
board. The four areas are:
• Developing a New Regional Growth Forecast;
• Applying the New Regional Growth Forecast to Develop the Land Use Forecast
• Integrating the Transportation System for the Land
Uses; and
• Developing a Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy.

Developing a New Regional Growth Forecast

A new regional growth forecast for the MTP/SCS was
adopted by the SACOG Board of Directors in June 2010.
The new growth forecast reflected a downward shift in
population, housing and employment growth; additionally
this MTP/SCS shows less funding forecasted than the 2008
MTP. The downward trend in growth creates a shift in how
the region will reasonably expect to grow over the 27 years
(2008–2035) of the plan. A full discussion of the technical
work to develop the regional growth forecast occurs
in Chapter 3.

governments in the region as it considers a number of
factors throughout this process: existing local, state and
federal policies and regulations; general plans; spheres
of influence; community and specific plans; land division
and development codes; natural resources constraints;
and design guidelines. Early in the MTP/SCS development process, SACOG met with staff from each member
jurisdiction to discuss the plan process, milestones, and
coordination for incorporating the most recent local plans
and policies into the regional land use assumptions. The
SACOG Planners Committee1 was the primary venue for
regular coordination between local agency planning staff
and SACOG; however, a number of jurisdiction-specific
meetings and five comment periods for member jurisdictions were also held. A full discussion of technical work to
develop the land use forecast occurs in Chapter 3.
This work with local jurisdiction staff led to the development of a draft land use forecast that allocated growth
into four types of communities. The four Community Types
are Center and Corridor Communities; Established Communities; Developing Communities; and Rural Residential
Communities. While directing growth to the different community types, the land use map also considers Lands
Not Identified for Development in the MTP/SCS planning
period. It is important to note that even though SACOG
develops a land use map and recommendations for new
growth, the decisions on when, where, and how to develop
lie solely with the local jurisdictions. A full discussion of the
Community Types and the supportive technical work is in
Chapter 3.

Integrating the Transportation System
with Land Uses

The reduced growth and revenues forecasted for the MTP/
SCS necessitated a more limited package of transportation
projects. As a result, certain projects, while still in the plan,
had to be planned for later years of the plan and others
were right-sized, or value-engineered. Through consultation
with local agency staff, a focus was made to identify transportation investments that achieved high cost-effectiveness
and strong performance benefits in spite of lower overall
funding levels.
The Community Type land uses underpin a transportation network that is notably different from previous MTPs.
Mobility options are matched to the land uses and there
is an emphasis on system maintenance and operational
1

Applying the New Regional Growth Forecast
to Develop the Land Use Forecast
With the new growth forecast, SACOG works with member jurisdictions to allocate where growth is likely to occur
during the years of the plan. SACOG consults with local

Planning Process

A 28-member committee consisting of the planning directors or their
designees of each of SACOG’s member jurisdictions. The committee
was originally formed to advise SACOG on the development of the
Blueprint Project and is now advising on all land use related items.
This committee meets monthly (or as needed) and received monthly
updates regarding the MTP/SCS update throughout the process.
The Planners Committee is open to the public, and noticed on the
SACOG website.
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improvements over capacity projects. With this new focus,
a broad range of elements comprise the transportation
system and investments in the MTP/SCS:
• maintenance and rehabilitation of existing and
future facilities;
• operations and strategic expansions of public transit;
• strategic road and highway expansion and operational improvements that focus on alleviating major
bottlenecks and congestion points;
• bicycle and pedestrian retrofits and new facilities; and
• programs and planning (i.e., Blueprint-supportive
programs and transportation system management strategies, including technology and demand
management programs, which allow for greater optimization of existing transportation infrastructure).
Regular updates on staff work to develop the MTP/SCS,
including the project list, and opportunities to comment
were given to the SACOG Board of Directors and to local
jurisdiction staff beginning in 2009 through 2011. The
integration of the growth forecast into a land use forecast,
the development of Community Types, and integration of
the transportation system set the stage for development of
the MTP/SCS.
The aforementioned work of developing a regional
growth forecast, applying that growth to regional land uses,
and integrating the transportation system is a key part of
complying with SB 375. This work, although new as a state
requirement, is not new to the data- and stakeholder-driven
MTP planning process in the Sacramento region. The coordinated land use and transportation planning envisioned by
SB 375 is consistent with the type of planning that started
with the Blueprint and the 2008 MTP. Rather than initiating a
new approach, the inclusion of the SCS will serve to further
integrate the Blueprint and MTP by tying the plan’s performance to greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction targets through
reduced auto travel and increased walking, bicycling and
transit use. This integral relationship between the MTP and
the SCS is reflected in the plan being titled the MTP/SCS.

Developing a Sustainable
Communities Strategy

In accordance with SB 375, the plan must include a Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) that demonstrates
how the Sacramento region can coordinate land use and
transportation planning to reduce vehicle miles traveled
from cars and light duty trucks and meet the California Air
Resources Board (ARB) GHG reduction targets. If the SCS
cannot achieve the targets, an Alternative Planning Strategy
(APS) must be developed to demonstrate how the targets
could be achieved. A discussion of SB 375 is in Chapters
1, 3 and 7.
In April 2010, the SACOG Board of Directors directed
staff to use the following principles for setting the region’s
GHG reduction targets to comply with SB 375:

• “Use performance metrics to guide this MTP in a
variety of areas (i.e., not just GHG emissions), including reducing per capita congestion, vehicle miles
traveled, environmental impacts; and increasing
modes of travel other than single occupancy automobile use, safety, goods movement, and accessibility
of SACOG’s diverse population to transportation
services. The SB 375 greenhouse gas emissions
reduction target will be one of several performance
metrics addressing key policy goals.”
• “Performance goals should be established based on
up-to-date forecasts and assumptions about future
population, employment, and demographic trends. All
future performance goals should take account of current performance, based on the most reliable regional
data sources. The last five years have shown that key
factors like the economy and fuel prices can change
rapidly and unpredictably. The performance metrics
should be established after evaluating sensitivity analyses on these uncertain factors, and key assumptions
should be clearly documented to allow for monitoring
and updating for changing conditions in the future.”
• “Performance goals should be consistent with
the Blueprint smart growth principles and should
maximize the opportunities for new California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) reform benefits
included in SB 375 to help the region implement
the Blueprint principles.”
• “Performance goals should be based on reasonable
assumptions that federal, state, local and private
funding will identify and implement funding sources
sufficient to build and operate a functional, effective
transportation system for all modes of travel (i.e., it
should not assume that current downturns in transportation funding sources continue for the next 25 years).
However, the impacts of failure to secure adequate
funding levels should also be considered and
clearly identified.”
• “Performance goals should be realistic in targeting
greater success and better performance in later years
(i.e., 2035) than in early years (i.e., 2020).”
• “Given funding challenges and federal requirements
related to financial and land use constraints, it may be
necessary for SACOG to adopt a tiered MTP in 2011,
with a base plan and a preferred plan. The base plan
would be the officially acknowledged plan for federal
air quality conformity and other purposes and may fall
short on some of the performance goals, including
the SB 375 targets. The preferred plan would reflect
the region’s aspirations of the type of transportation
system it wants to construct and operate and the
land use pattern it wishes to build. The preferred plan
would be expected to have superior performance and
may also be an alternative planning scenario (APS)
under the terms of SB 375.”
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In September 2010, the ARB set reduction targets for the
Sacramento region of 7 percent per capita GHG by 2020
and 16 percent per capita GHG by 2035. A full discussion
of these targets and the MTP/SCS’s achievement of them
occurs in Chapter 7.

MTP/SCS Scenario Development
and Testing
In accordance with SB 375, the SACOG Board
directed staff to develop three regional land use and
transportation scenarios to seek public input on the investment priorities for the MTP/SCS, and to test the different
performance benefits of varying land uses and transportation investment packages.
In June 2010, the SACOG board directed staff to develop three MTP/SCS scenarios. The three scenarios, which
are known as Scenario 1, Scenario 2 and Scenario 3, were
designed to allow for analysis of truly distinctive alternatives within the bounds of the type of land development
and transportation investments that could realistically be
expected to occur over the MTP/SCS planning period. All
three scenarios were built from the same regional employment, population and housing growth projections and the
same transportation budget, financially constrained in
accordance with federal transportation regulations. Land
use patterns and the transportation system were designed
together to create each scenario. Land use and transportation variables varied in the following ways:

Land Use Variables:

• The amount of compact development—compact
development has been shown to be more effectively
served by transit, to support potentially higher rates
of walking and biking, and to generate lower vehicle
travel. This variable is measured in terms of housing
product mix (the mix of high and low density housing
units) and amount of development occurring in existing developed versus undeveloped areas.
• The amount of development in high-quality transit
corridors, where residents are more likely to use available transit.
• The amount of complementary, mixed-use development, which supports shorter vehicle trips and higher
rates of non-motorized travel.

Transportation Variables:

Planning Process

• The location, intensity, and type of transit service,
based on the extent of transit-supportive land uses in
corridors. Higher-density, mixed-use corridors provide
greater opportunities for higher-capacity transit, such
as light rail, streetcars, and Bus Rapid Transit (BRT).
• The amount, location, and type of investment in
complete streets projects, which serve multiple
users in locations where land use generates a mix
of travel modes.
• The extent and location of roadway and other projects
to alleviate major bottlenecks and congestion points
and the extent to which investments were included to
alleviate existing bottlenecks, compared to reserving
investments for future bottlenecks.
• The level of investment in Blueprint-supportive
programs and transportation system management
strategies, including technology and demand management programs, that allow for greater optimization
of existing transportation infrastructure. More compact
and mixed-use development patterns can allow some
shifts in investment priorities away from road extensions and expansions to improving the function of
existing roads for multi-modal travel.
The land use components of the scenarios were designed
in a progression from most dispersed development pattern
to least dispersed development pattern; the corresponding
transportation components followed a progression of most
auto-oriented transportation system to most multi-modal
transportation system. The scenarios are described according to this progression in Table 2.1.
A detailed description of the scenarios and the scenario
development methodology is also included in Appendix G-1
—Public Workshop Scenarios and Workshop Results.
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Table 2.1

Description of MTP/SCS Land Use and Transportation Scenarios
Scenario

Land Use

Transportation

Scenario 1

•

Smallest share of new compact housing1
(61%, same as 2008 MTP)
Smallest share of growth in Transit Priority Areas2
(20% of new homes, 26% of new jobs)
Most dispersed development pattern/highest
amount of developed acres

•
•
•
•
•

Least amount of transit service, mostly in the form of shuttles,
commuter bus, fixed route bus
Least amount of BRT, streetcar and light rail transit (LRT)
Highest amount of new roads and road expansions
Least amount of road maintenance and rehabilitation
Least amount of bicycle and pedestrian street and trail projects

Higher share of new compact housing1 (68%, same
as Blueprint)
More growth in TPAs2
Less dispersed development pattern than Scenario
1/ fewer developed acres

•
•
•
•
•

More transit service than Scenario1
More BRT, streetcar, and LRT than Scenario1
Less new road capacity and road expansion than Scenario1
More road maintenance and rehabilitation than Scenario1
More bicycle and pedestrian street and trail projects

Highest share of new compact housing1 (75%)
Highest share of growth in TPAs2
Least dispersed development pattern/ fewest
developed acres

•
•
•
•
•

Highest amount of transit service
Highest amount of BRT, streetcar and rail
Least amount of new roads and road expansions
Same road maintenance and rehabilitation as Scenario2
Most bicycle and pedestrian street and trail projects

•
•
Scenario 2

•
•
•

Scenario 3

1

•
•
•

Compact housing is defined as small-lot single-family (8 to 25 dwelling units per acre) and attached residential (attached single-family or multifamily homes ranging from duplexes, triplexes, lofts, apartments, condominiums, townhomes, row houses, halfplexes, etc., built at densities
from eight to over 50 dwelling units per acre.)

2

Transit Priority Areas (TPAs) are defined as areas within one-half mile of a rail station stop or a high-quality transit corridor. A high-quality transit corridor has fixed-route bus service with service intervals of 15 minutes or less during peak commute hours.

Public Involvement

In 2009, before beginning the MTP/SCS process, SACOG
developed a Public Participation Plan (PPP) as a guide to
effective public involvement and in compliance with federal
and state requirements. The PPP provides direction for
public involvement activities conducted by SACOG and
contains the procedures and strategies used by SACOG.
From February-April 2011, SACOG prepared the annual
amendment to the PPP with outreach to stakeholders
representing social equity, bicycle and pedestrian, transit,
environmental, transparent government, and smart growth
interests. These groups helped to frame the optional activities to consider for outreach in addition to the required
activities. The SACOG Board approved the annual amendment in June 2011. The full PPP is located in Appendix
2— Public Participation Plan.

Focus Groups
The first public education and engagement activities for
the MTP/SCS started with focus groups in the spring of
2010. Developing an effective regional transportation
system requires understanding the needs of our region’s
residents and the travel choices they will want and need to
make. SACOG developed the MTP/SCS with a broad public
involvement process, including focus groups, working
groups, and community workshops within each of the six
counties in the region, from the summer of 2010 through the
end of the planning process.
The focus groups expanded from the prior MTP development process to include a more diverse group of
stakeholders. The objectives of the focus groups were to:
1) introduce SACOG and its mission to stakeholders not
familiar with the organization; 2) inform them about the role
of the MTP/SCS and some of the new and existing issues
the region is facing; 3) hear new and existing stakeholder
feedback on different general directions that SACOG
should explore for the MTP/SCS and how it affects the world
that these stakeholders represent; and 4) create networking
opportunities for traditional stakeholders and groups that
SACOG had not worked directly with before.
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In addition to communities of concern (i.e., low-income,
senior, youth, disabled, and minority groups), active
transportation and environmental advocates, and the development community SACOG focus groups sought input
from a variety of stakeholder groups representing diverse
constituencies and interests in our region’s growth and
transportation system, including:
• affordable housing
• agriculture
• climate action planning
• land development
• clean energy
• economic development
• education
• environment & transportation advocates
• equity, public health & human services
• faith-based & community-based organizations
• goods movement & freight
• redevelopment & community development
• seniors & aging populations
• state & federal agencies
• water resources & infrastructure
Yuba & Sutter counties The 16 focus group meetings and
two follow-up sessions provided opportunity for robust dialogue around the needs and demands our region will put on
our regional transportation system, from the special needs
of those who cannot drive to those who travel through our
region to transport goods via heavy-duty trucks or trains to
ports. The focus groups created a leveraging opportunity
to extend staff capacity by engaging new partners in outreach from the focus group participants to their service
and interest networks.
The focus group meetings were conducted in two
parts: the first focus group meetings focused on explaining
SACOG and its work to new stakeholders and prioritizing
potential new performance measures for use in evaluating
the MTP/SCS. These focus groups included a presentation
on regional transportation planning, technical modeling,
assumptions and forecasting, methodology for meeting the GHG target, funding forecasting and constraints,
and federal and state statutes that frame the MTP/SCS.
Table 2.2 shows the first series of focus groups, number in
attendance and location of meeting. Each participant represented a significant membership or constituency.

Planning Process

Table 2.2

MTP/SCS Focus Groups Round 1
Participation Summary
#
Participants

Location

10

SACOG

Environment

8

SACOG

Equity, Health & Human
Services

7

SACOG

Development

7

North State Building
Industry Association

Water

8

SACOG

Clean Energy

9

SACOG

Goods Movement

8

SACOG

12

SACOG

Climate Action Planners

8

SACOG

Redevelopment &
Community Development

7

SACOG

Senior & Aging

9

SACOG

State & Federal Agencies*

3

SACOG

Agriculture

11

SACOG

Education

8

SACOG

Faith & CBO

5

SACOG

Yuba & Sutter

3

Yuba County
Government Center

Stakeholders
Affordable Housing

Economy
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The most significant outcome from the first series of focus
group meetings was participant input on the performance
metrics to consider as priorities in developing the MTP/
SCS. The participants were given a list of potential new
measures for which SACOG felt there could be adequate
data at a regional scale to support inclusion in the MTP/
SCS. Participants were asked to use a total of five votes to
prioritize the list. The participants could use all five votes on
one measure, or split across multiple measures. Additionally, if the participants did not feel any of the new measures
were a priority, they could elect to not vote. Participants
were further asked to make recommendations on additional
measures to be assessed for inclusion in the MTP/SCS.
Information collected during these focus groups was
summarized for board committee and staff discussion
during the summer and fall of 2010. The key finding was
overwhelming interest in measuring Mix of Uses; this
measure received the highest number of votes at 91. The
next highest priority was Percent of New Housing Units and
Job Growth within ½-mile of high-frequency transit. Both of
these measures were categorized in the Smart Land Use
principle for the MTP/SCS. The third-highest measure at

52 votes was Acres of Farmland Lost to Development within
the Environmental Quality and Sustainability principle.
Participants were not asked to prioritize interest in the new
GHG measure, as it was required of SACOG to address.
Input was sought from participants on what new optional
measures should be prioritized.
Recommendations of the focus groups for new performance measures are shown in Table 2.3. The full list of
measures prioritized and additional recommendations by
the focus groups are in Appendix G-3. Also in the appendix are individual focus group summaries that show how
the group voted in comparison with all focus groups and
narrative discussion highlighting key comments by each
group. Several of these performance measures were used
to describe the three MTP/SCS scenarios discussed at the
public workshops described below; however, many more
performance measures are also used to describe the performance of the plan. Performance measure outcomes are
discussed in Chapters 3, 5, 7, 8, 9 and 10. A complete list
of all of the performance measures used in the MTP/SCS is
in Appendix G-6.
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Table 2.3

Recommendations of Focus Groups for New Performance Measures
Category

New Performance Measures

Transportation
Vehicle miles traveled (VMT)

Number of passenger vehicle miles traveled (i.e., cars/light-duty trucks) per capita

Congestion

Number of vehicle miles traveled per capita on congested roadways
Number of hours of travel delay per capita, or per traveler

Transit ridership

Number of transit trips per capita
Number of transit passenger boardings per capita

Carpooling

Percent of work trips by carpool

Bicycling and walking

Number of bike and walk person trips per capita
Percent of work/school commute trips by bike/walk

Transportation emissions

Greenhouse gases emitted per capita, relative to year 2005 per capita
Total greenhouse gases emitted, relative to year 2005 Total

Transit productivity

Number of passenger boardings per vehicle service mile, split by light rail vs. different bus types

Population and Employment Change
General Growth

Adding several interim years to population growth from 2008 to 2035
Adding several interim years to housing growth from 2008 to 2035
Adding several interim years to job growth from 2008 to 2035

Demographic Changes

Information on changes in age, income, and other household demographics

Blueprint Growth and Change to Urban Form
Accessibility

Percent of jobs within 20-minute commute of households
Percent of jobs within 45-minute transit ride of households

Mix of Use

Residential mix index (0–100 scale)
Employment center mix index (0–100 scale)

Transit-Oriented Development

Percent of housing and job growth in high-frequency transit service areas

Agriculture and Natural Resources

Number of acres and percent? of farmland affected by development
Number of acres and percent? of natural resource lands affected by development

Economic Vitality
Total Cost of Travel

Cost per capita of travel and auto ownership (includes cost of auto ownership, auto maintenance and
operation, transit fare, parking costs)

Commercial Vehicle Congestion

Congestion on freeways and major commercial vehicle routes

Equity and Choice
Exposure to Traffic Growth1

Percent of population near high-traffic roadways, split by environmental justice and all other areas

Safety and Health

1

Collisions

Collisions per vehicle mile traveled

Safe Routes to Schools

Percent of school-age children living within bike/walk distance of a school

This measure was included in the environmental justice analysis in Chapter 8; however, the science behind exposure to high-traffic roadways is still
evolving. Please see page 210 for issues in measuring this metric. Many other performance measures are important to environmental justice. For this
reason, a full suite of environmental justice measures are described in detail in Chapter 8 as well.
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The focus group participants were asked to attend one of
two follow-up meetings, with identical content. At the followup meetings, participants were presented with the results
from all focus groups and SACOG’s recommendations for
new measures, asked for feedback, and held discussions
around feasibility of certain measures (because of time and
data constraints, all proposed measures were not able to
be included in the MTP/SCS). The follow-up sessions also
included a presentation and feedback opportunity on the
draft GHG target methodologies and scenarios. The follow
up sessions also asked participants to preview and offer
feedback on the content, exercises, and materials for the
MTP/SCS public workshops, held in October 2010. Lastly,
as with the initial meetings, SACOG asked focus group participants to support outreach, education and engagement
for the workshops by including the MTP/SCS information
provided by SACOG in their communications, sharing
potential contacts, assisting in coordinating presentations in
advance of the workshops, and sharing workshop information with their contact lists.

The agencies and groups represented at the follow-up
meetings were:
• Area 4 Agency on Aging
• Brookfield Land Co. (2)
• City of Davis
• City of Sacramento
• Coalition on Regional Equity
• Environmental Council of Sacramento
• Gray Panthers
• Legal Services of Northern California
• Mackay & Somps
• Older Women’s League of California
• Placer County Office of Education
• Sacramento County Adult & Aging Commission
• Sacramento Housing Alliance
• The Nature Conservancy
• U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region 9
Environmental Justice Focus Groups
SACOG also undertook significant public attitude research
for the MTP/SCS. With the support of Caltrans and MIG (a
planning consulting firm), research included eight environmental justice focus groups with minority and low-income
populations in the region. These focus groups, conducted
in November 2010, allowed SACOG to compare changing
needs and priorities with outcomes of similar focus groups
held in March 2007 to help guide development of the 2008
MTP. A more detailed summary of the process and results
of the 2010 focus groups is in Appendix G-3. Eighty-nine
residents participated in the focus groups, summarized in
Table 2.4.

Table 2.4

Environmental Justice Focus Groups
Focus Group

# Participating

Language

Location

Asian-Pacific Islander

15

English with Vietnamese/
Mandarin interpretation

Sacramento

African American

12

English

Sacramento

Low Income #1

11

English

Yuba City

Low Income #2

16

English

Sacramento

Native American/American Indian

12

English

Sacramento

Hispanic/Latino #1

7

Spanish

Sacramento

Hispanic/Latino #2

7

Spanish

Woodland

Low Income #3

9

English

Placerville
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Focus group members were asked to identify their funding priorities to improve transportation in the Sacramento
region. Participants prioritized funding projects to provide
bicycle lanes, sidewalks and safer neighborhood streets,
to improve public transit services, and to fix local streets
and roads, dovetailing with the results of MTP/SCS county
workshops and other focus groups.
The environmental justice focus group participants were
also asked to imagine themselves, their family and the Sacramento region in 20 years, and provide their hopes and
predictions for the region’s future transportation system.
Common visions were:
• The Sacramento region will support a comprehensive
transportation system that provides transportation opportunities throughout the region.
• There will be positive improvements in public transit
services, road, bicycle and pedestrian facilities.
Additional Outreach
In addition to the various focus groups since the start of the
MTP/SCS planning process, SACOG staff participated in
over 130 meetings to get input from a broad range of residents, advocates, jurisdiction staff and other stakeholders
in the region. A full list of presentations is in Appendix G-4.
As referenced above, the PPP guides public participation and set the framework for Native American Tribal
Government input on the development of the MTP/SCS.
Section four of the PPP describes the process for SACOG’s
work with tribal governments as well as recommended strategies for gathering input. In advance of the October 2010
public workshops, SACOG reached out to the Native American tribal governments with land holdings within the region.
SACOG met with representatives of the Yocha Dehe Wintun
Nation and United Auburn Indian Community (UAIC) to
discuss to discuss and provide information on the plan and
the public workshops. The tribal representatives gained an
understanding of the regional process for development of a
high-performing transportation priority project list based on
modeling. Uniquely, UAIC works with Placer County Transportation Planning Agency on local transportation plans and
investments within Placer County that are incorporated into
the regional plan.
MTP/SCS Public Workshops
At the nine county-level workshops in October 2010, participants were given a regional map and a county map with
performance information from computer modeling associated with specific transportation investment and land use
packages. The maps also included visual representations
of the four Community Types. Accompanying information
about the performance of each scenario at the county and
regional scale was presented for consideration along with
the visual representations for workshop participants to
consider. A regional scorecard was also provided to allow
for side-by-side comparison of performance measures and
outcomes by scenario. The full scorecard and MTP/SCS
workshop materials are available in Appendix G-1.
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Workshop participants were provided the opportunity
to have group discussions about the different performance
outcomes of each scenario with other concerned residents
present at the workshops. Participants were encouraged
to deliberate on the issues facing the region related to the
transportation system and related land uses. Each participant was also asked to share their preferences for personal
travel choice and what if anything would influence changing
their current travel patterns.
Polling questions related to personal preference among
the scenarios at the county and regional scale were asked
at the workshops. While the full spectrum of polling results
is included in Appendix G-1, the overall results of scenario
voting are represented in Figure 2.2. The responses from
the nine workshops in the region show a preference toward
Scenario 3, which of all three scenarios had the highest:
percentage of growth in Center and Corridor Communities;
growth in attached homes; increase in transit service and
funding; percent of new jobs and housing and homes in
environmental justice areas near high-quality transit; and
increase in miles of bicycle paths, lanes and routes. The
participants in workshops in Sutter and Placer Counties
expressed greater levels of support for Scenario 2.
Figure 2.2
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For the regional workshops, SACOG had the opportunity
to partner with a community-based organization to provide
unique outreach to limited and non-English speakers. Asian
Resources, Inc. (ARI) provided translation of print materials
into Vietnamese and Russian. Additionally, their staff attended the workshops and provided real-time interpretation
services. ARI is a community-based non-profit dedicated to
providing a wide spectrum of social services to low-income
and limited English speaking youth, immigrant and refugee
communities in Sacramento, as well as re-entry clients.
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Detailed information on the workshop results is in Appendix G-1. Being a geographically large region, SACOG
is aware that not all residents could attend a workshop in
person. SACOG posted videos and materials from each
workshop on the SACOG website and provided print materials on request to those unable to attend. SACOG staff also
fielded a number of phone calls in order to assist residents
with questions, and to record comments on the scenarios.

MTP/SCS Draft Preferred
Scenario Development

Throughout the public workshops, public opinion research, focus groups and media outreach, SACOG heard
public interest in a balanced investment package including improvements in road maintenance, road expansion,
transit service expansion, and facilities for bicyclists and
pedestrians and an understanding of the types of transit
investments that can be cost-effective in different community types, as exemplified in the focus group performance
measure recommendations shown in Table 2.3 and the
public workshop results shown in Figure 2.2.
In December 2010, based on the results of the public
workshops and focus group input, the SACOG Board of
Directors adopted a framework to create a Draft Preferred
Scenario of transportation investments and land use growth
assumptions to underpin the MTP/SCS, based on Workshop Scenario 3, with elements of Scenario 2 for Sutter and
Placer counties. The framework provided policy and process guidance to staff, local agencies and stakeholders for
creating a Draft Preferred Scenario. The framework directed
SACOG staff to develop a land use pattern and transportation system for the MTP/SCS that improved upon the
transportation performance of the 2008 MTP. The SACOG
board endorsed the Draft Preferred Scenario after multiple
iterations of the scenario methodology described in more
detail in Appendix E. Information on the land use forecast of
the MTP/SCS is in Chapter 3.
This MTP/SCS continues to draw investment priorities
from the six board-adopted MTP/SCS Principles: access
and mobility, equity and choice, economic vitality, environmental quality and sustainability, financial stewardship and
smart land use. Public input from the MTP/SCS workshops
indicated strong public support for concentrating growth in
Center and Corridor Communities and increasing investment in transit and complete streets.
With the funding provided by the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) described in
Chapter 1, SACOG was able to do work to understand resident needs for complete communities with transit access.
This work centered on Transit Priority Areas (TPA) in the
plan. TPAs are areas within a ½-mile of a rail transit stop or
15-minute transit service during traditional commute hours.

To implement the HUD grant, SACOG started a Regional
Consortium for Sustainable Communities that includes
working groups on economic development; equity, housing and health; infrastructure; and natural resources. The
Consortium and working groups explored a more in-depth
view of opportunities to increase access to employment,
housing and transportation choices in five distinct TPAs.
The working groups helped to frame priorities and indicators in their topic areas to be measured and assessed in the
selection of five Transit Priority Areas studied as part of the
grant. This input also informed the performance measures
for the MTP/SCS, discussed in more detail in Chapter 8—
Equity and Choice.
Development of the MTP/SCS also involves hearings and
local government information meetings during circulation of
the draft MTP/SCS that satisfy the public outreach requirements of SB 375 and SACOG’s PPP.

Technical Analysis & Congestion
Management Process

As part of the MTP/SCS development and ongoing Congestion Management Process (CMP) efforts, technical
committees comprised of local public works agencies and
transit operators made specific recommendations considered by the SACOG Board of Directors. Input was also
incorporated from SACOG advisory committees, including
the Regional Planning Partnership, the Transit Coordinating
Committee, the Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee, the Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Task
Force, and the Planners Committee.
Collaborations between local jurisdiction staff and agency partners included the development of regional-scale
land use and transportation scenarios that the SACOG
board directed staff to develop for use in the MTP/SCS
public workshops described above. The range of investments was taken from existing plans and new proposals
developed through agency collaborations. The scenarios
reflected different emphases on specific investments in
roads, transit, bicycle and pedestrian modes, and transportation programs and each specific land use patterns based
on new population growth estimates through 2035.
At the workshops, SACOG provided results of three
investment scenarios (informed by the previous focus
groups and market realities) and a variety of CMP performance measurements. These measures, consistently
reported across the scenarios, included percentage of
travel by mode, vehicle miles traveled per household,
vehicle miles traveled per household in congestion, transit
share of commute trips, and other statistics related to new
miles of roads, rail transit and bus transit. The performance
measurements were made available in electronic and print
formats for review by the general public, agency partners
and the SACOG Board.
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Communication between SACOG and local agencies
over the course of the MTP/SCS development led to a
project list that was more financially constrained than in
previous MTPs with consistent performance measures to
track through ongoing CMP efforts. Local agency plans
were reviewed by SACOG staff during 2009 for the purpose
of studying and developing plan alternatives, and again
in early 2010, when agencies were asked to nominate
projects through a call for projects to request scopes,
costs, and schedules as well as priorities and information
on developer-funded projects. Because the regional plan
takes into account local funds—including developer fees
and developer-built projects—as well as regional, state, and
federal funds, projects that local agencies submitted were
considered through multiple rounds of review.
SACOG analyzed projects nominated by member jurisdictions against the priorities identified through the public
outreach activities, technical performance, and financial
constraint requirements. SACOG fit as many member
jurisdiction priorities as possible into the plan, given the
constraint of reasonably expected revenues and a more
fiscally constrained budget than the 2008 MTP. The result
was a draft staff recommendation that reflects strong performance and financial realities.
SACOG provided the technical analysis for the plan,
prepared materials for the MTP/SCS workshops, recruited
facilitators from agency partners, met with interest groups,
and the public, and in the end drafted the MTP/SCS for the
SACOG board. The staff also prepared:
• Financial forecasts of amounts and types of funds
expected to be available between 2011 and 2035.
Federal statutes require that regional transportation
plans be limited to improvements that can be afforded
with funds reasonably expected to be available. Issues arising from the forecasting of and limitations
on funding are discussed in detail in Chapter 10 on
Financial Stewardship and Appendix B-1.
• Information from the regional transportation model and
other data sources to allow evaluation of the impacts
of changes to the transportation system. Chapter 3
and Appendix E-3 provide the assumptions that are
used for the land use forecast. Chapter 5 details the
results of the transportation modeling performed for
this plan.
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What Federal and State Requirements
Must Be Met?
Federal statutes require adherence to eight planning objectives in the development of regional transportation plans:
• support economic vitality of the region;
• increase the safety of the system;
• increase the security of the system;
• increase accessibility and mobility options for people
and freight;
• protect and enhance the environment and quality
of life;
• improve integration and connection among modes
for people and freight;
• promote efficient system management and
operations; and
• emphasize preservation of the existing system.
All of these federal objectives coincide with the adopted
goals in the plan, and thus have been considered in defining the policies, strategies and projects for the plan. The
MTP/SCS is also consistent with other plans and regulations. Detailed descriptions of the following plans and
regulations are found in Appendix G-5:
• The plan is consistent with the transportation plans of
adjacent regions, short-range transit plans, air quality
plans, airport plans, and plans for intelligent transportation systems (ITS).
• The plan is consistent with the California Transportation Plan, a statewide document with policies that
should be followed in all regional transportation plans.
• The plan must conform to the federal Clean Air Act,
which requires demonstration that emissions from
transportation activities in the plan decline steadily
until a 2018 deadline by which federal clean air standards must be reached in the region.
• The plan is consistent with the California Clean Air
Act, a state regulation that specifies air quality management strategies that must be adopted.
• The plan is consistent with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), through the development of
an environmental impact report (EIR) that documents
impacts and mitigation issues for the region.
• The plan is consistent with the Coordinated Human
Services Transportation Plan (CHSTP), through coordination with groups identified in Appendix E-4 and
CHSTP recommendations consistent with the environmental justice analysis described in Chapter 8.
• The plan includes access to interregional transportation, such as Amtrak stations, freight railyards,
airports, and the Port of West Sacramento, but does
not include planning for those systems, which are
owned and operated by other entities. A discussion of
interregional transportation is found in Appendix C-1.
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• The plan meets the requirements of Senate Bill 375.
• The plan meets the requirements of the SacramentoSan Joaquin Delta Reform Act of 2009.
• The plan meets the requirements of Title VI, California
Government Code Section 11135, and environmental
justice orders as described in Chapter 8—Equity.

